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Abstract
In modern geoscience, understanding the climate depends on the information about the
oceans. Covering two thirds of the Earth, oceans play an important role. Oceanic phenomena
are, for example, oceanic circulation, water exchanges between atmosphere, land and ocean
or temporal changes of the total water volume. All these features require new methods in
constructive approximation, since they are regionally bounded and not globally observable.
This article deals with methods of handling data with locally supported basis functions, modeling them in a multiscale scheme involving a wavelet approximation and presenting the main
results for the dynamic topography and the geostrophic flow, e.g., in the Northern Atlantic.
Further, it is demonstrated that compressional rates of the occurring wavelet transforms can
be achieved by use of locally supported wavelets.
Keywords: Constructive Approximation – wavelets – locally compact kernels – dynamical
topography – multiscale modeling
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Introduction

In recent years, climatic phenomena have occurred with increasing number and intensity, hitting
humanity frequently and causing damage with serious consequences. This gives reason to demand
a better understanding of the system Earth. As a crucial factor for resource mining, industrial
purposes and recreation, the oceans, covering two thirds of the Earth’s surface, are of immediate
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importance and have a great influence on the weather and the climate itself. Possible shifts of
the Gulf stream, for example, are often assumed to have a huge impact on the European climate.
Thus, understanding the climate depends essentially on a better investigation and accurate modeling of the complex system ocean. Modeling data sets on the sphere (and in a first approximation
the regions under consideration are part of a spherically shaped Earth), the question arises how
to describe scalar (or analogously vectorial) functions on it. Commonly, spherical functions are
expanded into a Fourier series in terms of spherical harmonics. But the polynomials, restricted
to the sphere, are, though the obvious choice for a suitable ansatz space, globally defined. Actually, oceanic phenomena are regionally dominated, thus continental parts have to be left outside.
Further, basis functions with global support tend to spread errors from a certain region around
the whole sphere. Thus, a new set of basis functions has to be considered, reflecting more than
the common ones the bounded regions we are concerned with. Moreover, spherical harmonics give
immediate access to the spectral behavior of the signal (since obtaining optimal frequency localization), but have no intrinsic and suitable low-pass filtering. Thus, a new method of approximating
the signal is necessary, replacing the spectral ansatz for meso- or high frequency phenomena in
the signal. By introducing a multiscale way of approximation we provide particular properties of
handling (and a separation between) the long-wavelength and the high-frequency parts.
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Preliminaries

3
As usual, N and R denote the set of positive integers and real numbers,
√ R the three-dimensional
Euclidean space, equipped with the inner product x · y and norm |x| = x · x for all x, y ∈ R3 . The
unit sphere in R3 is denoted by Ω. Thus, each element x ∈ R3 , x 6= 0, has the unique representation
x = rξ with 0 < r = |x| and ξ ∈ Ω.

As it is well-known, the gradient ∇x separates in spherical notation into a radial part and a
tangential (horizontal) part, i.e.,
1
∂
+ ∇?ξ ,
∇x = ξ
∂r
r
?
where x = rξ, ξ ∈ Ω, x 6= 0, and ∇ denotes the surface gradient, the restriction of the gradient to
the unit sphere. Moreover, the so-called surface curl gradient L? is defined as
L?ξ = x ∧ ∇x |x=ξ = ξ ∧ ∇?ξ

,

where ∧ denotes the standard vector cross product in R3 . Note that, throughout this paper, these
operators are used in a coordinate-free representation to avoid any singularities at the poles.
Let η ∈ Ω be fixed. Then we have
∇?ξ (ξ · η) = η − (ξ · η)ξ

L?ξ (ξ · η) = ξ ∧ η, ξ ∈ Ω

,

.

For all F ∈C(1) ([−1, 1]) we find
L?ξ F (ξ · η) = F 0 (ξ · η)(ξ ∧ η),

ξ, η ∈ Ω

.

As reference space of functions the set of all square-integrable functions on a certain domain are
usually used. In other words, as reference we choose the space of all equivalence classes of almost
everywhere identical functions F : D → R on a compact subset D ⊂ Rn , fulfilling the property
Z
|F (x)|2 dx < ∞ .
D
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These spaces, denoted as L2 (D), are Hilbert spaces, equipped with the scalar product
Z
2
< F, G >L (D) =
F (x)G(x)dx .
D

Within the context of this paper, there are two possible domains D.
At first we consider the real interval [−1, +1]. The common set of orthogonal basis functions of the
space (L2 ([−1, 1]), < ·, · >L2 ([−1,1]) ) is obviously given by the Legendre polynomials (see, e.g., [5]).
The second one is the unit sphere Ω. For the closed and complete set of basis functions for this
Hilbert space (L2 (Ω), < ·, · >L2 (Ω) ) spherical harmonics, i.e., homogeneous harmonic polynomials
in R3 restricted to the unit sphere, can be chosen. As known, for each degree n the space of these
polynomials has the dimension 2n + 1, i.e., in the usual nomenclature the basis system carries two
indices instead of one. For both spaces each element F can be expanded in terms of a Fourier
series including the basis functions and corresponding coefficients, which are denoted by F ∧ (n)
resp. F ∧ (n, k).
As a further property, it should be mentioned that the set of all continuous functions on [−1, 1],
resp. Ω, is a dense subset of the space of all square-integrable functions. Equipped with the norm
||F ||C(D) = supx∈D |F (x)| for all F ∈ C(D), these sets are Banach spaces and fulfill the relation
p
||F ||L2 (D) ≤ λ(D)||F ||C(D) for all F ∈ C(D), where λ(D) is the Lebesgue-measure of D.
Generally, Cn (D) denotes the set of all n-times continuously differentiable real-valued functions
on D.
For more details concerning our notation the reader is referred to [5, 7, 10].
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Fully Discretized Spherical Multiscale Approximations

Fortunately, the Earth is not a water planet, i.e., the oceans do not cover the whole sphere. But
unfortunately, this implies the handling of a bounded region on a spherical surface instead of the
whole sphere. Common approximation methods for scalar functions on the sphere Ω use Fourier
expansions of spherical harmonics {Yn,k }n∈N0 ,k=1,...,2n+1 , being an orthonormal basis within the
space of all square-integrable spherical functions L2 (Ω). So, for all F ∈ L2 (Ω), we have
F = lim

N →∞

N
X

< F, Yn,k >L2 (Ω) Yn,k

,

n=0

where the convergence is understood in the L2 (Ω)-sense.
Since these basis functions have a global support, they are not well-suited for the problem we have in
mind. New methods of constructive approximation have to be taken into account, replacing spectral
approaches by appropriate multiscale approximations. In the last two decades, spherical splineand wavelet-techniques have been developed by the Geomathematics Group in Kaiserslautern (see,
e.g., [5] and the references therein). Within this context, recently applied space localizing basis
functions will be combined with a spherical wavelet approach.

3.1

Spherical Wavelets

In what follows, we start our considerations with the definition of spherical singular integrals (cf.
[5, 6]).
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R1
Definition 1 Let {Kh }h∈(−1,1) be a subfamily of L2 ([−1, 1]) satisfying the condition −1 Kh (t)dt =
1
2
2π for all h ∈ (−1, 1). Then the convolution of Kh against a function F ∈ L (Ω) is defined in the
following way
Z
Ih (F )(ξ) = (Kh ∗ F )(ξ) =< Kh (ξ·), F >L2 (Ω) =
Kh (ξ · η)F (η)dω(η) .
(1)
Ω

The family {Kh }h∈(−1,1) is called the scaling function of the singular integral {Ih }h∈(−1,1) .

For an unknown function F ∈ L2 (Ω) the convolution of a kernel function Kh against F represents
a weighted and smoothed approximation of F . In other words, this approximation converges for
h → 1 (h < 1) to the function itself. This fact is clarified by the following definition.
Definition 2 The singular integral {Ih }h∈(−1,1) is said to be an approximate identity (in L2 (Ω))
corresponding to the scaling function {Kh }h∈(−1,1) , if the following limit relation holds true:
lim ||F − Ih (F )||L2 (Ω)

h→1
h<1

for all F ∈ L2 (Ω).


1/2
Z
=0
= lim  [F (ξ) − (Kh ∗ F )(ξ)]2 dω(ξ)
h→1
h<1

(2)

Ω

Roughly spoken, in case of an approximate identity (which always will be assumed henceforth)the
scaling function {Kh }h∈(−1,1) has to be an approximation of the Dirac functional δ in L2 , i.e., in
the limit we have limh→1,h<1 K ∧ (n) = 1 for all n ∈ N0 (observe that δ ∧ (n) = 1 for all n ∈ N0 ). By
choosing the way of convergence for Fourier coefficients of the scaling function the possibilities of
this approximation ansatz are wide-spread. For more details on scaling functions and approximate
identities as well as for the transition from the spectral approach to multiscale analysis we refer,
for example, to [5, 6].
The approximate identity represents a scale continuous method to model the function under consideration with a set of ansatz functions. To obtain a discrete multiscale approximation we force
h to have a certain structure, i.e., it will be divided into discrete scales. Usually, this subdivision
is dyadic, such as hJ = 1 − 2−J for all J ∈ N0 . The convolutions corresponding to these scales
provide low-pass-filtered versions of the function under consideration, all separating between highand low-frequent phenomena, respectively.
This dyadic scale structure we introduced for the scale-discretized approach gives the possibility
to talk about detail information from step to step, i.e., for two consecutive scales J and J + 1.
In each scale we convolve the function with a member of the scaling function defined, e.g., on a
spherical cap, smoothing it over a small area. This region becomes smaller with increasing J, i.e.,
the solution becomes more detailed for more space localized scaling fucntions. Since convolutions
are linear in both arguments, we can specify the difference between two scaling functions to a
so-called wavelet. By convolving this wavelet with the function we obtain the detail information
the approximation gains from one step to the next.
Though an infinite number of families of (bandlimited and non- bandlimited) scaling functions is
possible for multiscale approximations (see e.g. [7]) we want to restrict ourselves here to a certain
class which seems to be particularly suited for numerical purposes. Their fundamental property is
stated in the following theorem, which can also be found in [6].
R1
Theorem 1 Let {Kh }h∈(−1,1) be a family of functions in L2 ([−1, 1]), which satisfy −1 Kh (t)dt =
1
2π for all h ∈ (−1, 1) and which are non-negative. Let {Ih }h∈(−1,1) be the corresponding spherical
singular integral. Then the following properties are equivalent:
4

• {Ih }h∈(−1,1) is an approximate identity,
• limh→1,h<1 (Kh )∧ (n) = 1 for all n ∈ N0 ,
• {Kh }h∈(−1,1) satisfies the localization property
lim

h→1,h<1

Z

δ

Kh (t)dt = 0

−1

for all δ ∈ (−1, 1).
It is worth mentioning that a non-negative scaling function satisfies the estimate
||Kh ∗ F ||L2 (Ω) ≤ ||F ||L2 (Ω)

.

From the aforementioned theorem we obtain immediately, that kernel functions with a support of
[h, 1], i.e., locally supported kernel functions, are obviously particularly suited families for multiscale approximations seen from numerical point of view.

3.2

Locally Compact Kernel Functions

The non-bandlimited scaling function under consideration in this section is the simplest locally
supported kernel function, viz. the hat function transferred to the sphere.
Definition 3 The smoothed Haar scaling function (non-bandlimited, locally supported scaling function) is defined by the piecewise polynomial
(
0,
t ∈ [−1, h)
(k)
k
(3)
Lh (t) =
k+1 (t−h)
2π (1−h)k+1 , t ∈ [h, 1]
(k)

with h ∈ [−1, 1) and k ∈ N (such that Lh

is of class Ck−1 ([−1, 1])).

Here, the upper index indicates neither derivative nor iterated convolution, but just a differentiability parameter of the piecewise polynomial function.
(k)
It can be shown, that |(Lh )∧ (n)| = O([n(1 − h)]−3/2−k ) for n → ∞, as verified in the note [6].
The spatial and spectral shape are illustrated in Figure 1.
The convolution of a spherical function with such a kernel can be interpreted as the average of
the function over a prescribed spherical cap by a piecewise polynomial function, i.e., a polynomial
mean. The case k = 0, therefore, describes an equally weighted average. Since differential operators
will later be applied to the kernel (3), smoother types of averages, i.e., higher orders k ∈ N, have
been used in our work. For each ξ ∈ Ω we have the remarkable fact that


(k)
F (ξ) − Lh ∗ F (ξ) ≤
sup
|F (ξ) − F (η)| .
η∈Ω,h≤ξ·η≤1

For more details on locally supported scaling functions, including some more complicated kernel
function types, we refer exemplarily to [2, 5, 6]. Up to now we have just discussed a multiscale
approximation in terms of scaling functions.
In what follows we are interested in investigating detail information by convolving the signal with
a spherical difference wavelet.
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Figure 1: Shape and Symbol of the Haar scaling function.

3.3

Spherical Difference Wavelets

Definition 4 Let {Ih }h∈(−1,1) be an approximate identity in L2 (Ω), generated by the scaling func(k)
tion {Kh }h∈(−1,1) ⊂ L2 ([−1, 1]) (for example, Kh = Lh , h ∈ (−1, +1)). Furthermore, let
{hj }j∈N0 be a strictly monotonically increasing sequence satisfying limj→∞ hj = 1. Define the
sequence {Tj }j∈N0 of bounded linear operators
Tj : L2 (Ω) → L2 (Ω) ,

F 7→ Tj (F ) = Ihj (F ) = Khj ∗ F

.

The family {Ψj }j∈N0 ⊂ L2 ([−1, 1]), given by
Ψj = Khj+1 − Khj

,

is called spherical difference wavelet (corresponding to the scaling function {Khj }j∈N0 ). Define
further the family {Rj }j∈N0 of bounded linear operators
Rj : L2 (Ω) → L2 (Ω) ,

F 7→ Rj (F ) = Ψj ∗ F

.

Note, that we shall further denote spherical difference wavelets briefly as wavelets. As we have
seen, convolving with a spherical hat function averages the signal, providing a low-pass-filtered
version. The difference of two low-pass operators Tj is then obviously a band-pass filter, providing
the detail information via the operator Rj . Thus, the following theorem demonstrates this in
detail, its proof can be found in [6]:
Theorem 2 With the same assumptions and the notation of the last definition, we have
lim ||F − TJ (F )||L2 (Ω) = 0

J→∞

for all F ∈ L2 (Ω), where
TJ (F ) = TJ−1 (F ) + RJ−1 (F ) = TJ0 (F ) +

J−1
X

Rj (F )

j=J0

for all J, J0 ∈ N0 , 0 ≤ J0 ≤ J − 1. This equation is called reconstruction of the approximation
TJ (F ), also converging for J → ∞ to F in the L2 (Ω)-sense.
6

As an example we mention the Haar multiscale approach
(k)

(k)

(j)

(h)

LhJ ∗ F = LhJ−1 ∗ F + (LhJ+1 − Lhj ) ∗F
|
{z
}
=ΨJ

and

(k)

(k)

Lh ∗ F = LhJ ∗ F +
0

J−1
X

j=J0

Ψj ∗ F.
(k)

For further details on multiscale analysis involving the kernel Lh
references therein.

we refer to [2, 5, 6] and the

In addition to the non-spectral ansatz of spherical wavelets, this method recognizes local structures
with more detail than global methods and is able to include position based error models into its
spatial approach. Whereas the spherical harmonics contain a global averaging of the data, which is
certainly helpful for the representation of a global trend, the Haar scaling function is only averaging
the data within a small subset of the domain due to its local support, which is advantageous
with respect to efficiency of the computation and local evaluation and adaptation of the model.
Singular integrals with local support are, therefore, especially efficient in numerical integration of
convolution integrals, since numerical effort must be made only on a local support.
For this task, methods for the evaluation of spherical convolutions still have to be considered. This
will finally lead to a direct and visible comparison between spectral and spatial methods.

3.4

Approximation of Convolution Integrals

A major problem in multiscale approximation involving convolution integrals is the evaluation of a
spherical (singular) integral. Particularly, in (geo-)physical applications, the integrand is often not
known continuously over the sphere, but only for certain prescribed points. Therefore, numerical
integration is obviously needed. Several cases are possible for this task, depending on what is
known, integration weights or positions. By solving a system of linear equation, it is possible for
prescribed positions to obtain a method of exact polynomial integration up to a certain degree
and order of spherical harmonics. It should be pointed out that, in the special case of equiangular
distributed point sets, these weights are known explicitly (as seen, e.g., in [4, 8]).
N
N
In conclusion, let XN = {η1N , . . . , ηN
} ⊂ Ω and w1N , . . . , wN
∈ R be a system for polynomially
exact integration on the sphere up to degree and order m ∈ N, i.e.,
Z

F (η)dω(η) =

Ω

N
X

k=1


wkN F ηkN ,

for all F ∈ Harm0,...,m . Then, caused by this numerical integration rule to discretize the L2 -scalar
products within the convolutions, this results in a multiscale series expansion for F ∈ L2 (Ω) as
follows
Nh


X
,
F = lim
chi (F ) Kh ·ηiNh
h→1,
h<1

i=1

where chi (F ) = wiNh F (ηiNh ), and the limit is again understood in the L2 -sense. In other words,
NhJ

F ≈

X

NhJ

chi J (F )Kh (·yi

i=1
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)

for some sufficiently large J, where the symbol “≈” means that the error is understood to be
negligible.
In what follows we use this technique of approximate intgration for the locally supported kernel
(k)
function Khj = Lhj (for more details including error analysis of approximate integration see [5, 6]).

4
4.1

Application to Satellite Data
Mean Dynamic Topography

As a scalar field on the spherical Earth, the dynamic topography, represented commonly as an
expansion in spherical harmonics, is an ideal candidate for illustrating the multiscale filtering
methods presented above. Basically, the dynamic topography consists of two measurements. On
the one hand, on an Earth at rest, the water masses would align along the geoid, the equipotential
surface of the Earth’s gravity field. Its deviation from the standard reference ellipsoid (the first
approximation of the Earth’s shape) is called geoidal undulation. On the other hand, satellite measurements provide altimetric data of the actual sea surface height, also in relation to the reference
ellipsoid. The difference between these two quantities can, of course, be considered as the actual
sea surface. Because of its time dependent character, it is called dynamic topography.
The model CLS01 (which the Geomathematics Group, TU Kaiserslautern, received from the French
enterprise CLS (Collecte Localisation Satellites)) has been computed using a 7-year TOPEX/ POSEIDON mean profile, a 5-year ERS-1/2 mean profile, a 2-year GEOSAT mean profile and the 2
168-day non repeat cycle data of the ERS-1 geodetic phase. The data were processed and homogenized using the most recent corrections to compute the CLS01 mean sea surface (CLS01 MSS) on a
1/30×1/30 degrees grid. The surface is almost global (80◦ S to 82◦ N), derived from altimetric data
on oceans and from geoidal undulations elsewhere (continuously connected in between, starting
from an ocean depth of 10 meters).
To be more concrete, the data set under consideration for the geoidal undulations contains data on
a 1/4×1/4 degree grid that spans the latitude range 85◦ S to 85◦ N. The values have been computed
using the EGM96 gravitational model (see, e.g., [9]) complete up to degree and order 360, and have
been corrected appropriately, kindly provided by the Alfred-Wegener-Institute, Bremerhaven.
Note that the purpose of this paper is also to demonstrate that relevant observables need not
necessarily be given as spectral tables in terms of Fourier coefficients, but they could be given on a
point grid instead. In this case it can be expected that the point grids of the sea surface height and
the geoid do not coincide. In Figure 2 the difference between the original altimetric and geoidal
data sets is simulated globally.

Since multiscale approximations contain convolutions, they have to be evaluated by numerical integration. Obviously, two problems arise. Primarily, numerical errors are inescapable. But by
choosing the integration positions and weights properly, they can be reduced properly. Unfortunately, in our approach the nodal positions are predetermined, which leads immediately to the
second point. Since data positions are not arbitrary, there exists a maximal scale, from where the
grid is not dense enough to justify the kernel width, i.e., a scale from where the approximation
process does not converge anymore. This is the reason why we are confronted with the additional
task to determine this optimal scale.
Combining the two initial altimetric and geoidal data sets we obtain the dynamic topography
as the difference between them. Within Figure 2 this has been illustrated. Due to the different
data density and the, therefore, resulting resolution difference, the dynamic topography cannot

8

Figure 2: Dynamic topography, as difference between the original altimetric and geoidal data sets
be as smooth as it should be modelled. Thus, the multiscale approximation has the advantage of
smoothing out the initial data by convolving them with hat functions and at the same time giving
control over the approximation rate by stopping when the hat-width becomes too small.
The convolution by scaling function as property of being a low-pass-filter is shown in comparison
of Figures 3a and 3b. The first one presents the multiscale approximation of Figure 2 at scale 9.
Their difference (Figure 3b) consists of the high-oscillating parts, which has to be smoothed out
in the process. Further, Figures 3a, 4a and 4b demonstrate the detail step property of multiscale
approximations. Results for scales 9 (Fig. 3a) and 10 (Fig. 4b) present rather good results. Their
difference, also computable by convolving with a wavelet of scale 9, is plotted in Figure 4a. Thus,
this smooth resolution process is near its end, due to only minor details remaining. The highfrequency oscillations visible in the original data (Figure 2) and filtered by the approximation (to
compare see Figure 3b), can be assumed to be within higher scales. In fact, these and all higher
scales are getting worse in accuracy, since the data density cannot provide enough information and
the problems mentioned above occur. Further quantitative investigations concerning the connection
between the number of spatial nodes and the size of the kernels local support will be done in the
near future.

4.2

Geostrophic Flow

After modeling the dynamic topography we study another application in oceanography. Making certain assumptions, modeling ocean circulation is for large scale currents possible just from
knowing the actual sea surface height, the dynamic topography. The connection between those
quantities is described by the geostrophic currents. By assuming frictionless motion (far away from
coasts, ocean surfaces and ocean beds) of a homogeneous fluid, neglecting turbulent flows and vertical velocities, the complete Navier-Stokes equations simplify to two common conservation laws,
the hydrostatic and the geostrophic balance (see, e.g., [1, 11, 12]). By introducing spherical coordinates it is, therefore, possible to relate the horizontal velocity vtan to the dynamic topography Ξ
by a spherical differential operator, i.e.,
vtan (ξ) =

g
L? Ξ(ξ)
f (ξ) ξ
9

(4)

a.

Scale 9

b.

Error to original

Figure 3: Multiscale approximation at scale 9, using the standard Haar kernel function, and
difference to original data set.

a.

Wavelet approximation at scale 9

b.

Scale 10

Figure 4: Multiscale approximation for scale 10 (right), using the standard Haar kernel function,
demonstrating the difference between scales 9 and 10 (right).
away from a bend around the equator, where f (ξ) = 2|ω|(ε3 · ξ) denotes the Coriolis parameter, |ω|
the angular velocity of the Earth and g the acceleration of fall. Note that the surface curl gradient
applied to a radial basis function is simply given by
L?ξ K(ξ · η) = (ξ ∧ η)K 0 (t)|t=ξ·η

,

(5)

i.e., in our case,
(k)
L?ξ Lh (ξ

· η) =

(

0
(ξ ∧

((ξ·η)−h)k−1
η) k(k+1)
2π
(1−h)k+1

if ξ · η ∈ [−1, h)
if ξ · η ∈ [h, 1]

(6)

provided that k ≥ 2.
Thus, a wavelet expansion (including numerical approximation of the integral) of a scalar field
PNh h
Nh
?
k=1 ck (Ξ)K(·ηk ) can easily be transformed into an L -applied version as follows
Nh
X

k=1

chk (Ξ)(· ∧ ηkNh )K 0 (·ηkNh ) .
10

4.3

Example: Gulf Stream

Using the methods introduced above, by modeling the North Atlantic Ocean, we obtain the results
presented in Figures 5a to 6b. Clearly visible is the large-scale, time invariant part of the Gulf
stream, heading from the Gulf of Mexico, along the east coast of the United States, to Western
Europe.

a.

Multiscale approximation at scale 8

b.

Wavelet approximation at scale 8

Figure 5: Approximations at scale 8, scale 8 (left) and difference to scale 9 (right), given in [cm/s].

a.

Multiscale approximation at scale 9

b.

Wavelet approximation at scale 9

Figure 6: Approximations at scale 9, scale 9 (left) and detail information to obtain scale 10 (right),
all given in [cm/s].
The figures shows multiscale approximation results of the geostrophic flow. As seen in Figure 6b,
the detail information for an approximation of scale 10, i.e., the wavelet approximation at scale 9,
deteriorates. Although details of currents are observable around the eastern coast of the United
States, artefacts occur all around the tropic latitudes. These are due to resolution problems and
insufficient data densities, scaled by the error sensitivity of a differential operator. But also lowpass-filtering effects are visible. Around the Canary Islands, circular drifts are visible from scale
9. Since the islands are often reflected just in one data set, the difference has high errors there,
leading to high velocities due to the differentiation. This high-frequent phenomenon is correctly
11

smoothed out up to scale 8. The approximation process in this region should terminate here. On
the other hand, within the ocean, the detail information seems to be appropriate, hence, a further
zooming-in seems to be reasonable.

5

Data Compression

Since locally defined functions on a sphere are, in terms of an orthonormal system of spherical
harmonics, not bandlimited, all its Fourier coefficients must be assumed to be significant and,
therefore, cannot be neglected. Our ansatz by locally compact kernel functions is a spatial approach
and admits, therefore, some aspects of data reduction. As we have mentioned earlier, it is useful to
reconstruct the approximation TJ (F ) as the sum of a low-frequency approximation TJ0 (F ) and a
sum of meso-frequency approximations Rj (F ), j = J0 , . . . , J − 1. Data compression is here meant
to be a determination of the detail band giving the most information for an evaluation point, and
the omission of unnecessary ones, i.e., wavelet thresholding, done in similar way, for example, in
[3]. There are two essential criteria for this choice. For a function F ∈ L2 (Ω) consider the wavelet
decomposition
J−1
X
TJ (F ) = TJ0 (F ) +
Rj (F )
j=J0

of its approximation at scale J ∈ N0 . Then
• the band-criterion neglects values less then the maximal value within the wavelet-band, i.e.,
if
|Rj (F )(η)| < γ1 max |Rj (F )(ξ)| ,
ξ∈Ω

|TJ0 (F )(η)| < γ1 max |TJ0 (F )(ξ)| ,
ξ∈Ω

• the position-criterion neglects values less than the signal under consideration, i.e., if
|Rj (F )(η)| < γ2 |TJ (F )(η)| .
Besides the neglected wavelet approximations for each point, crucial for this theory is the resulting
variation from the complete approximation at scale J. To measure this, the rooted mean square
error is chosen.
We choose here again the North Atlantic, where the error model is evaluated at a discrete equiangular point grid. As seen in Figure 7, where the mean dynamic topography (MDT) has been
approximated up to scale 10 (J0 = 2), the band-criterion seems to be stronger than the position
criterion. For this application we have chosen both parameters to be equal, i.e., staying on the
diagonal, cf. in Figure 8.
Since a differential operator generates the geostrophic flow, its wavelet approximation has to stop
at a lower degree, where we have here chosen 8. Projecting the horizontal velocity on the eastwest and the north-south component we are able to compress both scalar fields separately. The
connection between error and data reduction is seen in Figure 9.
Up to now all reduction numbers were total numbers, summed over all scales. Obviously, higher
scales have smaller absolute values and omit, therefore, values much faster. In Figure 10 we see
for the mean dynamic topography (MDT) how many scales are omitted for each position. Also
here the Gulf Stream is recognizable, being the path of high-frequent phenomena and inheriting
an impact in most scales.
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Figure 7: Rooted mean square error (lower, maximal value: 5.68 cm) and data compression (upper,
maximal value: 66.5836 %) of the MDT at scale 10, for both thresholding parameters.

0
0.1

reduction parameter

Figure 8: Rooted mean square error (line) and data compression (dashed) of the MDT at scale 10,
for equal threshold parameter.
Finally, we demonstrate the effect of too strong and too weak thresholding. In the first case the
data reduction is very high, implying no negligible errors. In the second case it is the other way
around, we have small errors since only few data have been left out. But between these there is
an area where the errors are below the limit of tolerance and no visible change occurs, though we
have a data compression of 30 to 40 %. Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate these facts for the mean
dynamic topography and the geostrophic flow, both with small γ = 0.01, medium γ = 0.035 and
higher thresholding γ = 0.07.

6

Conclusion

Throughout this paper we have demonstrated the application of locally supported spherical wavelets
to locally dominated problems within the context of oceanography. They enable fast decorrelation
of oceanic observables, representing them more compactly than within the original representation
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Figure 9: Rooted mean square error (line) and data compression (dashed) of the geostrophic flow
up to scale 8, for equal threshold parameter.

Figure 10: Number of omitted wavelet bands, MDT up to scale 10, γ = 0.035.
and providing accurate and stable approximations by only using a small fraction of the original
information.
As a matter of fact, three features are incorporated in our way of thinking of difference wavelets,
namely basis property, decorrelation, and local computation. By virtue of the basis property each
oceanic quantity can be expressed in a stable way as linear combination of dilated and shifted
copies of a “mother wavelet”. Decorrelation means that the representation of the data in terms of
wavelets is “more compact” than the original representation. The approximation is searched by
using a small fraction of the original information of the signal. The main question in modeling
is how to decompose the signal into wavelet coefficients, and how to reconstruct efficiently and
economically the signal locally from the coefficients. In fact, the space localizing character of
wavelets is the key to local applications in oceanography, thus, providing signal recovery, data
compression, etc.
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Figure 11: MDT approximations at scale 10 for different threshold parameter (left) and reduction
errors (right), [cm].
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Figure 12: Geostrophic flow approximations at scale 8 for different threshold parameter (left) and
reduction errors (right), [cm/s].
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